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Three-dimensional imaging using a complex transparency mask called a built-in lens mask is proposed in this
paper. Themask is designed to havemultiple focal planes at arbitrary depths for the seed patterns that form par-
tial components of the three-dimensional structure. Three-dimensional imaging is demonstratedby the superpo-
sition of these seed patterns at various depths. Using computational lithography, the optical intensity profiles in
space are demonstrated for several characters, and their three-dimensional imaging is confirmed. The separation
characteristics of the optical images in the depth direction and the discretization of the complex transmittance of
the built-in lens mask is discussed.
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1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) microfabrication processes are in increasing
demand for fabrication of advanced microfluidic devices and micro-
optical components. Also, 3D microstructures are proving valuable for
functional structures such as complex biomimetic structures and perma-
nent 3D holographic memory structures. Several approaches have been
proposed for 3Dmicro- andnanostructure fabrication. Si-based semicon-
ductor fabricationmethods based on layer-by-layer fabricationmethods
using sacrificial layers represent the typical classical approach [1]. In con-
trast, novel 3D micro- and nanofabrication processes using beam-based
processing have been proposed. Focused ion beam deposition tech-
niques [2] and multi-beam exposure using two-photon absorption [3]
have been used to realize nanoscale fine structures. Also, 3D structures
formed by nanoimprint techniques [4,5] or by a multiple exposure tech-
nique [6] based on conventional photolithography have been demon-
strated for mainly periodic structures. Recently, microdevice fabrication
has also been demonstrated using 3D printer systems [7]. However,
these conventional methods encounter difficulties when applied to the
mass production of advanced devices, and a simple and effective litho-
graphic method is required for 3D microscale processes.

In addition, novel 3D photolithography approaches based on single
shot exposure through a photomask and using proximity correction
have been developed, including inverse lithography [8], holographic li-
thography [9–11], and diffraction-based exposure [12].

In our previous work, we proposed deep focus imaging using con-
ventional proximity exposure systems by built-in lensmask lithography
[13] with a complex transmittance mask, as derived below.

When the required (i.e., designed) optical image at the image plane
u0(x,y,d) is provided, the complex optical amplitude of the plane wave
A0 propagating in the k=(kx,ky) plane is expressed as
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where d, λ, and θ are the distance from themask plane (X,Y), the optical
wavelength in free space, and the angular aperture, respectively.

An equivalent wave propagation plane in the z plane is then
expressed as

A0 kx; ky; z
� � ¼ A0 kx; ky; z
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The optical complex amplitude g0(X,Y), i.e., the amplitude and the
phase shift at the (X,Y) plane, is then obtained as

g0 X;Yð Þ ¼ 1= 2πð Þ2∬ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2xþk2y
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When we place an optically transmissive plate with amplitude and
phase g0(X,Y) under coherent light irradiation, the wave optical
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propagation plane can be emulated. As a result, the arbitrary optical in-
tensity profile u0(x,y,d) at the image plane can be obtained via the op-
tical transmittance plate with the amplitude and phase shift of the
complex function g0(X,Y) using the built-in lens mask.

The principle of built-in lens mask lithography has been confirmed
by both computational lithography [14,15] and experimental studies.

In this paper, we propose a 3D imaging method using a single mask
without the multiple exposures used by conventional proximity
exposure systems. Computational lithography is used to verify the
performance of and the issues related to this 3D imaging approach.

2. 3D imaging using built-in lens mask

Use of the built-in lens mask means that the focus plane can be
arbitrarily designed as shown in Fig. 1(a), because it allows us to design
the depth of focus and the image profile. The built-in lens mask was
explained in detail in our previous work [13]. Using the flexibility of
the built-in lens mask, a 3D imaging method using a single mask expo-
sure is proposed here. The method is based on the superposition of
masks with various focal planes for a multiple focusing approach.
Fig. 1(b) schematically illustrates the multiple focusing method by
showing the superposition of the complex transmittances of each
mask to produce arbitrary focus planes.

In the 3D imaging approach, the original 3D structure is divided into
seed patterns un at arbitrary depths. The complex transmittance gn for

each seed pattern un is designed in the conventional manner. The com-
plex transmittances are then superposed, as expressed using Eq. (4),
into a single mask.

g�0 ¼
X
i

g�i e
Δθ=N ð4Þ

Here, N is the number of seed patterns. In this case, the phase of the
built-in lensmask for each seed pattern is shifted byΔθ to prevent inter-
ference between the seed patterns.

3. Computational lithography results and discussions

Spatial imaging using the proposed method has been studied
using a computational lithography approach [13–15]. The exposure
wavelength used is 365 nm. The optical transmittance and the
phase of the complex transmittance g0* are alternated continuously.
First, we discuss 3D imaging using a continuum complex index mask
as an ideal case. Then, we discuss the realization of a discretized
complex index mask for feasible mask systems using conventional
phase shift mask technology. We first discuss imaging in an air-
filled space, i.e., the refractive index nspace in the space is 1.0, as for
air. Then, we consider the prospects for proximity exposure of the
resist.

3.1. Spatial imaging using continuum complex index mask in air-filled
space

Using the proposed method, imaging of the letter A is demon-
strated, as shown in Fig. 2. The focal depths of the seed patterns
have five levels and the pattern width in the lateral direction is
1.0 μm, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The spacing of the seed pattern layer
in the depth direction is 12.5 μm. Fig. 2(b) shows the spatial optical
image, where the complex transmittances of the individual seed pat-
terns are simply superposed. The lower lateral bar of the letter A is
missing. This could be caused by interference with the seed pattern
of the top bar. To recover the missing bar, the related transmittance
phase at the lower lateral bar in the letter A is shifted by π radians,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The missing lateral bars are then successfully
recovered, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Next, we briefly investigate the separation performance using the
representative case shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the spatial separation
between two parallel lines is investigated from the perspective of a de-
sign rule. The upper line is placed at a depth of 20 μm and the spacing

Fig. 1. Schematics of three-dimensional focusing processes using built-in lens masks. a)
Single focusing by individual built-in lens mask on arbitrary focus plane. b) Multiple
focusing mask produced by superposition of several built-in lens masks for arbitrary
seed patterns.

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional imaging of letter “A” without phase modification. a) Layout of
seed patterns. b) Spatial optical intensity profile.
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